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If you experience technical difficulties, please contact 
Grant Strauss at: Grant.Strauss@erg.com

Type in your questions here
Hit “send” to submit 
your questions

Audio is available your 
computer's microphone 
and speakers (VoIP) or 
telephone: 
+1 (562) 247-8321 
ID: 223-032-277

Open and close your control panel



Speakers and Agenda

• Speakers
• Christopher Kent & Verena Radulovic, U.S. EPA
• Adam Hanks, City of Ashland, OR
• Christopher Castro, City of Orlando, FL

• Agenda
• Solar Project Portal
• Renewable Energy Goal Setting Overview

• Guidance Document 

• Case Studies
• City of Ashland, OR
• City of Orlando, FL
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Solar Project Portal Background

• EPA is collaborating with DOE and NREL to advance solar utilization among 
local governments

• Objective: To support municipalities in meeting their environmental, 
energy and economic goals through solar project development that serves 
municipal operations

• Timing: Over the next 2 years, EPA will be engaging with local governments 
across the country that are considering developing solar projects

• Value: Recognition for developing solar projects, access to valuable tools 
and resources, peer exchange opportunities, webinars on key solar 
development issues and access to in-person regional/state workshops
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General Timeline
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Local Government Solar Project Engagement 

New Tools

Workshops

Webinars & Peer Exchanges

2018 2019 2020



Currently Listed Local Governments

• City of Alexandria, VA

• City of Ashland, OR

• City of Chicago, IL

• City of Creve Coeur, MO

• City of Durango, CO

• City of Eau Claire, WI

• Town of Fairfield, CT

• Town of Fraser, CO

• City of Grand Rapids, MI

• City of Milwaukie, OR

• City of Moab, UT

• New York City, NY

• City of Orlando, FL

• City of Philadelphia, PA

• City of Roanoke, VA

• City of Sarasota, FL

• City of Urbana, IL
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Solar Project Portal Overview
• Solar Project Portal Home Page

• Recognizes municipalities seeking to develop solar projects
• The project list serves as a peer exchange platform where you can identify 

examples of milestones achieved by other municipal governments

• Project Development Pathway & Resources
• Identifies in detail the 7 steps of project development
• Offers key resources and tools to assist you in achieving each step

• Share Your Solar Project Experience
• Describes how to have your municipality listed on the Portal Home Page
• Here you will find information on how to update EPA on your progress
• Find information regarding upcoming Peer Exchange and Workshop events

• Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
• Details expert answers to common project development questions
• Have a question? Submit it on this page and receive an answer

7https://www.epa.gov/repowertoolbox/local-government-solar-project-portal



Project 
Development 
Pathway
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How to Get Plugged-in and Recognized

• Email EPA your publicly available goal/commitment 
EPASolarPortal@erg.com

• Be sure to include in your email:
• Local government point of contact information (e.g., name, phone, email, 

mailing address)

• Provide a link or document that details your publicly available commitment or 
goal

• Your goal/commitment can be evidenced by:
• Public webpage or sustainability report; government resolution, ordinance, or 

bylaw; participation in third-party commitment programs (i.e., ICLEI’s 100% RE 
Cities)
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Guidance for Setting a Renewable 
Energy Goal
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Why might I want to set a RE goal? 

• Environmental & health benefits

• Local economic benefits & job creation 

• Energy cost savings & budgetary risk reduction 

• Energy system or infrastructure resiliency

• Community pride due to environmental leadership 
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Why is it important to set a RE goal publicly?

• Influence your community’s broader energy decisions

• Lead by example 

• Enables you to measure progress over time

• Gets internal stakeholders on the same page

• Increases your chance of success– of accomplishing your objectives
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Quick Attendee Poll
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Poll Question #1

What is the main objective prompting your municipality to consider 
setting a RE Goal?

[select one]

a) Environmental & health benefits / Env. leadership

b) Local economic benefits & job creation 

c) Energy cost savings / long-term budgetary risk reduction 

d) Energy system or infrastructure resiliency

e) Other (please specify)
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How might a municipality express its RE goals?

A municipality can announce a commitment publicly by:
• Posting on a municipal webpage

• Publishing an environmental action plan 

• Passing a legally binding municipal resolution, which formally 
commits to achieving a certain goal by a certain year

• Issuing a press release as they join a third-party initiative
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How might a municipality express its RE goals?
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Municipal Webpage Env. Action PlanPress Release Municipal Resolution



Quick Attendee Poll
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Poll Question #2

What type of publicly available commitment does your municipality 
intend to use to announce a RE goal?

[select all that apply]

a) Posting on a municipal webpage

b) Publishing an environmental action plan 

c) Issuing a press release

d) Passing a binding municipal resolution

e) Other (please specify)
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What are the different types of RE goals?

Goals are generally expressed in terms of either:
• a fixed capacity of installed solar (in kWs or MWs)
• a performance-based goal (in percentage of RE use) 
• or in terms of percentage reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
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Terminology Matters!

• Performance-based goals that seem similar, such as “100% RE use” 
and “net-zero energy use,” can actually differ in their concrete 
outcomes

• “Electricity” and “energy” might refer to different things in a goal
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Other Considerations

• Types of RE to include as eligible technologies

• Your current level of RE use

• Municipal resource availability

• Long-term end date, as well as short-term targets
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How can we engage internal and external stakeholders?

• Conduct a stakeholder analysis

• Get all parties at the table

• Keep the necessary parties informed and up-to-date

• Solicit multiple rounds of feedback

• See the guidance document for practical tips
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How does a state RPS affect my voluntary goal setting?

• 29 states have a Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS)
• Policies designed to increase RE generation by requiring utilities to sell a 

specific percentage of renewable electricity or to install a specific amount of 
RE capacity by a certain year.

• Level of your state’s RPS might influence the level of goal that you set
• Be sure to specify whether your goal includes the mandatory state RPS 

percentage or whether your goal is to voluntarily purchase additional RE, 
above and beyond the state RPS

• Many other state policies can also affect your RE project
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Worksheet for RE Goal Setting
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RE Goal Setting Steps

1. Determine why your municipality wants to use RE

2. Explore what other towns and cities are doing (See Solar Portal)

3. Assess your organizational resources and policy constraints

4. Determine who will be a part of the RE implementation team. 

5. Conduct a stakeholder analysis

6. Work with internal stakeholders to set a draft goal

7. Garner support and feedback for your draft goal from external 
stakeholders

8. Publicize your finalized goal! 
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Quick Attendee Poll
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Poll Question #3

What is the biggest obstacle you face to setting a RE goal?

[select one]

a) Lack of resources (staff time & energy, funding, etc.)

b) Lack of knowledge about renewable supply options

c) Internal stakeholder engagement 

d) External stakeholder engagement

e) Environmental goals are not a priority in my town
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Next steps: Investigate what other towns have done

• Investigate what other municipalities of similar sizes or from similar 
regions have done

• Use EPA’s Local Government Solar Project Portal to see what nearby 
and far-away towns have done

• On the Portal, you can sort participants by state to see what other 
cities in your state or nearby states have accomplished

• Get started with the RE Goal-Setting Guidance Document!
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Q&A Session

Questions?

• Christopher Kent, U.S. EPA
• Verena Radulovic, U.S. EPA
• Adam Hanks, City of Ashland, OR
• Christopher Castro, City of Orlando, FL

Portal Website: https://www.epa.gov/repowertoolbox/local-government-solar-project-portal

Submit your municipal goal to get listed: EPASolarPortal@erg.com
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